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Abstract

The automatic annotation of direct speech
(AADS) in written text has been often used in
computational narrative understanding. Meth-
ods based on either rules or deep neural net-
works have been explored, in particular for En-
glish or German languages. Yet, for French,
our target language, not many works exist. Our
goal is to create a unified framework to design
and evaluate AADS models in French. For
this, we consolidated the largest-to-date French
narrative dataset annotated with DS per word;
we adapted various baselines for sequence la-
belling or from AADS in other languages; and
we designed and conducted an extensive evalu-
ation focused on generalisation. Results show
that the task still requires substantial efforts and
emphasise characteristics of each baseline. Al-
though this framework could be improved, it is
a step further to encourage more research on
the topic.

1 Introduction

Prose fiction makes whole worlds emerge. Authors
make use of different strategies to create narratives
and convey the storyworld. Novels intertwine nar-
rators’ words to build the atmosphere and tell the
story, with words stemming from characters inhab-
iting the fictive world that disclose their personality
and depict them directly via dialogues or direct
speech (DS) (James, 2011; Hühn et al., 2014).

The development of algorithms to perform the
automatic annotation of direct speech (AADS) in
written text has been of high interest for literary
studies. This task consists in retrieving lines uttered
by the characters of a narrative in contrast to words
delivered by the narrator of the story. One goal of
AADS has been to compare fiction works by differ-
ent authors or stemming from different genres or
time periods. DS was then studied as a literary de-
vice carrying specific purposes and disclosing com-
pelling cultural information (Muzny et al., 2017;
Egbert and Mahlberg, 2020). AADS is also central

Figure 1: Excerpts of Madame Bovary by Gustave
Flaubert (1856). Translation by Eleanor Marx-Aveling.

in narrative understanding endeavors. DS has been
then considered as the main realisation of charac-
ters, their means to gain volume and depth, and
come alive to the readers. In this context, AADS is
often regarded as a pre-processing step that enables
downstream analysis such as DS speaker attribu-
tion (Cuesta-Lazaro et al., 2022), that can in turn
serve to assemble characters networks (Labatut and
Bost, 2019), or model personas (Sang et al., 2022).

AADS has been widely performed for English
literature, leveraging strict formatting conventions
(e.g. quotes or long dashes) to extract DS through
simple regular expression—regex (Bamman et al.,
2014; O’Keefe et al., 2012; Elson and McKeown,
2010). Yet, in other languages, dialogues may be
less strictly segregated from narration and typo-
graphic conventions can be more flexible. Hence,
more complex solutions based on lexical features
have been developed, mainly for German (Brunner,
2013; Jannidis et al., 2018; Brunner et al., 2020).
These lexical features were either manually defined
and exploited with classical machine learning algo-
rithms such as Random Forest (Brunner, 2013), or
were inferred indirectly from text in deep learning
frameworks (Jannidis et al., 2018; Brunner et al.,
2020) using Recurrent Neural Networks or lan-
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guage models such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019).
For other languages, including French, there are

very few AADS efforts. Schöch et al. (2016) pro-
pose Straight Talk!, a corpus of 40 chapters from
19th century French novels annotated per sentence
if containing DS or not, and performed binary clas-
sification using 81 engineered features. The corpus
was quite large, but sentences were poorly seg-
mented with a high impact on results; annotations
did not consider incises (i.e. narrative breaks within
the same DS turn as in Figure 1); despite a high
overall F1-score (93%), some writing styles were
very challenging (for instance in homodiegetic nar-
ratives, where the narrator is a fully fledged charac-
ter in the storyworld and may relate the story at the
first person). In another work, Sini et al. (2018a)
adopted a feature engineering approach as well.
They combined it with rules to segment and iden-
tify paragraphs containing DS, and then to extract
incises from mixed paragraphs. Still, the method
was tested on a small corpus, a subset of SynPaFlex
(Sini et al., 2018b) with excerpts from only two
novels. Finally, Byszuk et al. (2020) considered
AADS in multilingual settings using BERT, but on
an even smaller French corpus.

The goal of the current work is to create an uni-
fied framework for designing and evaluating AADS
models in French, which in return we hope to en-
courage more research on the topic1. Specifically,
we address existing limitations on multiple fronts:

1. We catalogued and consolidated the largest-
to-date dataset of French narratives manually
annotated with DS tags at the word level based
on 4 existing corpora. First, we re-annotated
Straight Talk! (Schöch et al., 2016) to reach a
finer granularity: from sentence to word level.
Second, we extended the SynPaFlex (Sini
et al., 2018a) sparse annotations, initially done
on chapter excerpts, to cover the whole chap-
ters. We also incorporated two new corpora
as they were: fr-LitBank, the French variant
of the Multilingual BookNLP project (Lattice,
2022) and an extension of SynPaFlex (Sini
et al., 2018a) provided by the authors. Our
dataset is made of 86 whole chapters (680K
annotated tokens), extracted from French nov-
els published during the 19th and 20th cen-
turies.

1Code and data are publicly available at https://
github.com/deezer/aads_french

2. We modelled AADS as a token classifica-
tion task, which we argue as more suitable
for incises identification. This approach al-
lowed us to benchmark state-of-the-art se-
quence labelling models such as French fine-
tuned transformers (Martin et al., 2020) for the
first time for AADS. We also re-implemented
the most popular AADS baselines from other
languages to fit French language peculiarities
and trained them on our dataset. In our se-
lection, we included baselines that did not re-
quire extensive manual feature engineering to
encourage generalisation over various writing
styles.

3. We devised an extensive evaluation cov-
ering text with varied formatting quality.
Apart from traditional token- and span-level
strict precision, recall and F1-score met-
rics (Yadav and Bethard, 2018), we adapted
ZoneMap (Galibert et al., 2014), a metric
stemming from page segmentation literature,
to our task. This allowed us to quantify the ef-
fect of various error types made by the models
and deepen our understanding of their limita-
tions.

Results show that rule-based baselines using reg-
ular expressions remain a good choice when texts
are well-formatted. Deep learning solutions are
however more effective and achieve satisfactory re-
sults even on narratives with poor formatting qual-
ity. Their most common issue is that they still
miss to catch whole DS sequences. We also con-
ducted a qualitative analysis to bring insights on
the strengths and weaknesses of various models,
and defined the directions for future endeavors.

2 Literature Review

We further review AADS solutions for any lan-
guage.

2.1 Rule-based AADS
While conventions may vary across languages and
novels, DS tends to be enclosed within quotation
marks (e.g. «...»; “...”), or introduced with long
dashes (e.g. —...; –...). Regarded as pre-processing,
simple AADS methods relying on regex with low
computational costs are favored (Thomas, 2012;
Cunha and Arabyan, 2004). The AADS mod-
ule of BookNLP (Bamman et al., 2014), the ref-
erence pipeline developed for computational nar-
rative understanding in English, first determines
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the most used quotation mark type from a prede-
fined set; then it tags every passage in between the
selected quotation mark pair as DS. This yields
performances around an F1-score of 90% when
evaluated as a token-level binary classification task
on the LitBank 19th century book corpus (Sims
and Bamman, 2020). Variations of this approach
considering more quotation mark types than the
most used one are also common (Cuesta-Lazaro
et al., 2022; Yoder et al., 2021; Byszuk et al., 2020;
O’Keefe et al., 2012). Almost perfect F1-scores
(96 − 99%) are then reported on various English
corpora.

However, when working with heterogeneous cor-
pora, texts with poorer encoding quality (because
of Optical Character Recognition errors or chang-
ing editing standards over time), or other languages,
typographic AADS appears to be limited (Byszuk
et al., 2020; Muzny et al., 2017). For instance, per-
formances on French and German decrease to a
F1-score of 92% and down to 65% for Norwegian
(Byszuk et al., 2020). Similarly, we observe the
F1-score decreasing to 77% on a more challenging
English corpus (Muzny et al., 2017).

To overcome these issues, more complex rule-
based systems that leverage semantic and syntactic
cues besides typographic markers have been pro-
posed for English (Muzny et al., 2017) and Ger-
man (Tu et al., 2019). Empirical studies revealing
writing style differences between DS and narration
(Egbert and Mahlberg, 2020) have supported this
direction. The lack of DS markers and the preva-
lence of incises in French literature has also led Sini
et al. (2018a) to devise more sophisticated regex
based on dependency parsing and Part-of-Speech
(POS) tags, yielding an F1-score of 89.1%.

2.2 Machine Learning-based AADS

With an increasing availability of annotated cor-
pora, AADS based on machine learning has been
explored more and more, in particular on German
literature (Brunner, 2013; Tu et al., 2019; Brunner
et al., 2020). Works on other languages, such as
French (Schöch et al., 2016) or Swedish (Ek and
Wirén, 2019), have also emerged, while remaining
sparse and isolated. ELTeC multilingual initiative
(Odebrecht et al., 2021) has encouraged the inves-
tigation of multilingual approaches too (Byszuk
et al., 2020; Kurfalı and Wirén, 2020).

All these endeavors exploit syntactic and seman-
tic features of DS segments beyond typographic

cues, either through feature engineering or by learn-
ing features from text with end-to-end deep learn-
ing. Brunner (2013) trained a Random Forest on
80 syntactic and semantic features extracted at the
sentence level from a corpus of 13 short German
narratives. Her method showed a 3 point improve-
ment compared to the rule-based AADS baseline,
though with a large standard deviation (19%). This
approach was later adapted to French by Schöch
et al. (2016) on a corpus of 40 book chapters.

In the recent years, the successful application
of deep learning to a wide-range of NLP tasks has
led to the adoption of these models for AADS too.
Brunner et al. (2020) proposed to use a BiLSTM-
CRF (Huang et al., 2015) on text encoded with Flair
(Akbik et al., 2018), FastText (Mikolov et al., 2018)
and a multilingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), as
well as to fine-tune the German-language BERT
(Chan et al., 2020) for AADS on German narra-
tives. Byszuk et al. (2020) fine-tuned a multilingual
BERT and reported an overall F1-score of 87.3%
at the token level. However, the score per lan-
guage is missing, making it challenging to assess
the benefits of the approach for individual cases.
Kurfalı and Wirén (2020) adopt a zero-shot frame-
work and remove DS typographic markers from
the test corpora. They trained a multilingual BERT
on silver-labelled data obtained with regex AADS
and report token-level F1-score of 85% on English,
73% on Swedish and 64% on German.

In summary, research dedicated to French re-
mains very sparse and suffers from a lack of com-
parability because of differences among the studied
corpora, task modeling focuses (token vs. sentence
classification), or imposed research scenario (with-
out typographic markers, multilingual, zero-shot).

3 French Narrative Corpora for AADS

We consolidate a large dataset of French novel ex-
cerpts, manually annotated with DS labels at the
word level. Built upon existing endeavors, the final
dataset is a compilation of four sub-corpora, indi-
vidually referred to as Straight Talk! (ST!) (Schöch
et al., 2016), SynPaFlex (SPF) (Sini et al., 2018a),
an extension of SynPaFlex provided to us by the
authors (SB), and fr-LitBank (fr-LB) (Lattice, 2022).
While fr-LB, SPF, and SB have overall good encod-
ing and segmentation quality, ST! is poorly format-
ted with some files lacking line breaks, for instance.

Each sub-corpus contains French novels from
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#Fs #Toks #Sents DS%(std)
Train 37 333,638 22,917 40 (30)
Valid 6 67,568 5,332 34 (19)
TestC 6 59,016 3,803 29 (19)
TestN 37 222,650 14,406 37 (21)

Table 1: Number of files (#Fs), tokens (#Toks), and
sentences (#Sents), and % of DS tokens (with standard
deviation) for train, validation, clean test (TestC) and
noisy test (TestN ) splits.

public-domain published between 1830 and 19372.
It results in an aggregated corpus gathering 86 chap-
ters extracted from 44 novels. The full dataset
comprises more than 680K words, 8826 DS spans
which represent 37% of the total tokens. How-
ever, we can observe large variations of DS pres-
ence across files (see Appendix A), from no DS in
the excerpt named madame_bovary_première_9
to 92% of the words being labelled as DS in
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_16. Appendix A
shows the excerpts and more dataset details.

The sub-corpora, fr-LB, and SB, were kept in the
form provided by the original works. In contrast,
we modified the ground-truth annotations of ST!
and SPF in order to align them with the other two
sub-corpora and the adopted approach to model the
problem—binary classification at the token level–
and to exhaustively cover chapters, not only ex-
cerpts. In particular, ST! annotations lacked granu-
larity as text segments were labelled as Narration
or Mixed (comprising both Narration and DS), so
we corrected those. As for SPF, the annotations
were very sparse among the 27 chapters; hence we
extended them to whole chapters.

The re-annotation process was mainly led by one
author using Doccano (Nakayama et al., 2018). A
selection of 5 files were doubly annotated by a co-
author to check labeling reliability. The obtained
pairwise Cohen’s κ score (Cohen, 1960) was 97%,
which is considered almost perfect agreement. The
re-annotated dataset is shared with the code.

The dataset is then split into train, validation and
test sets. The files from the three well-formatted
sub-corpora (fr-LB, SPF, SB) are randomly divided
in order to ensure a proportion of 0.8/0.1/0.1 for
train, validation, and test, respectively, and that at
least one file from each sub-corpus can be found
in each split. Each file can be found in only one
split, but we sometimes have files from the same
novel present in all splits, especially those origi-

2This period is chosen because it is copyright-free.

nating from the SPF sub-corpus (Les Mystères de
Paris by Eugène Sue and Madame Bovary by Gus-
tave Flaubert). Finally, ST! is kept for test only as a
challenge dataset. Indeed, contrary to the other sub-
corpora mentioned above, this latter sub-corpus suf-
fers from largely unequal formatting quality across
files. Some chapters are completely devoid of line
break which makes them, wrongly, appear as one
unique paragraph, while others exhibit misplaced
line breaks, sometimes in the middle of sentences.
ST!’s formatting peculiarities make it a good test
for generalisation, especially on noisier text. This
challenging set is also referred to as a noisy test
set (TestN ) in contrast to the clean test set (TestC)
stemming from the split of the three well-formatted
sub-corpora —that are also used for training and
validation.

Dataset statistics are shown in Table 1. More
details on split composition in terms of files can be
found in Appendix A.

4 Methods

Popular baselines from the two AADS approaches
(rule-based and machine learning-based), including
those designed for other languages, were modified
to fit the characteristics of French. AADS was then
formalized either as a text matching and extraction
task, when using regex, or as a sequence labelling
task, when using deep learning models. For the lat-
ter, the AADS models returned a binary label per
token, (O / DS) as in other related works (Brunner
et al., 2020; Ek and Wirén, 2019; Jannidis et al.,
2018). While regex has been more common, to our
knowledge, this is the most extensive attempt to ex-
plore deep learning for AADS in French narratives.

4.1 Rule-based AADS Baselines

We adapted two rule-based systems (Byszuk et al.,
2020; Bamman et al., 2014) for our framework.

Byszuk et al. (2020) compiled a list of various
quotation marks and dashes used to introduce char-
acters’ DS, which we kept the same. However, we
modified the definition of paragraphs, the input to
the regex system, to be spans of text until a break
line. Regular expressions were after applied, as
they were, to extract the text enclosed by quotation
marks or introduced by a dialogue dash.

In contrast, Bamman et al. (2014)’s method was
driven by the hypothesis that each text used a single
typographic convention for DS. Thus, they identi-
fied the most used quotation mark in the analyzed
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document from a predefined list. Then, regex was
applied considering only the selected symbols. To
make it applicable to French narratives, we added
other types of dialogue cues to the original DS
markers list, which we release with the code.

Although Sini et al. (2018a) propose a rule-based
algorithm focused on the French language, they re-
lied heavily on crafted syntactic and semantic rules.
Our aim was to avoid extensive manual feature
engineering in order to encourage generalisation
over various writing styles. Also, this method was
strongly dependent on other external tools for syn-
tactic analysis that introduced further errors too.
Hence, we did not include it in the benchmark.

4.2 Deep Learning-based AADS Baselines
Deep learning-based AADS was modelled as a to-
ken classification task, which we considered more
suitable for identifying incises. We further discuss
how we preprocessed the text in order to main-
tain a certain degree of contextual coherence for
our objective. Then, we present the two models
we included in our benchmark: 1) we adapted the
state-of-the-art AADS deep learning model for Ger-
man (Brunner et al., 2020) to fit French language
peculiarities and re-trained it from scratch , and 2)
we fine-tuned CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2020)
to perform sequence labelling on our dataset.

Input Preprocessing. We used spaCy (Honnibal
and Johnson, 2015) to segment text in sentences
and each sentence into words and punctuation.

The input length supported by contemporary lan-
guage or text embedding models is limited. For
instance, BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) accepts a max-
imum of 512 sub-word tokens, while Flair embed-
dings (Akbik et al., 2019) initially could handle 512
characters. This makes them unfitted to represent or
produce inferences over whole books, chapters, or
even larger paragraphs, which is an important lim-
itation in computational narrative understanding.
However, to preserve a certain degree of coherence
within each individual text segment with regard
to the DS task, we implemented an informed split
as follows. Given text in reading direction, a new
sentence was added to the existing segment only
if the maximum input size LC was not reached.
Otherwise, the current segment was stored and a
new one initialized starting with this last sentence.
We discuss the choice of LC in Section 5.

Fine-tuned CamemBERT. To specialize the
general linguistic knowledge of the pre-trained

language models for a precise purpose—here, to
recognize DS, we use fine-tuning. We work with
CamemBERT (Martin et al., 2020), one of the refer-
ence BERT-like model for French, available in the
HuggingFace library (Wolf et al., 2020). However,
as another tokenization of our preprocessed input
is performed by CamemBERT, some adjustments
were necessary to address out-of-vocabulary limi-
tations and to handle larger sub-word sequences.

First, CamemBERT tokenizer was not be able to
project all of the encoded symbols into the model’s
vocabulary. This was the case for breaklines as we
worked with paragraphs as input, or special space
encodings such as "\xa0". We spotted these un-
known symbols during a first model tokenization
round over the whole set of tokens, initially ob-
tained with spacy, and replaced them with a special
token [UK]. Another strategy could have been to
remove them but we found these tokens potentially
informative for AADS, as text structure cues.

Second, after the CamemBERT tokenization, a
sequence of LC tokens created during preprocess-
ing might result in more sub-word tokens allowed
as input. Similar to BERT, CamemBERT has the
input limited to 512 sub-words. Here, in order to
avoid the model automatically truncating the long
sequence, the sequence is split in half if it overflows
the input limit. Thus, it is less likely to have very
short sub-sequences and context is evenly shared
amongst resulting chunks. This chunking choice is
closely linked to the tested LC values (up to 512,
see section Section 5). However, splits are unlikely
most of the time, as SpaCy tokens are common
French words—most likely represented by one or
two sub-words in the model’s vocabulary.

BiLTSM-CRF. We adopt the same architecture
as in the state-of-the-art AADS model for German
proposed by Brunner et al. (2020). Typical for se-
quence labelling tasks (Huang et al., 2015), it con-
sists of two bi-directional Long-Short Term Mem-
ory (BiLSTM) layers and one Conditional Random
Field (CRF) layer. The model is implemented us-
ing the SequenceTagger class of the Flair frame-
work (Akbik et al., 2019). To embed the input, we
test multiple options: Flair (Akbik et al., 2019),
FastText (Athiwaratkun et al., 2018), or Flair and
FastText stacked. Regarding input representation,
Flair comes with a native way to handle long se-
quences, if these are encountered. They are chun-
ked and each chunk is pushed to the model while
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keeping the last hidden state as a new hidden state3.

5 Experiments

5.1 Evaluation Metrics
We assess the performance of models both at the
token- and sequence-levels. Results are reported
overall and per file. Token-level metrics measure
the quality of the binary classification per word
/ token. Precision, recall and F1 scores are then
computed with the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). Strict sequence match (SSM) scores,
such as precision, recall and F1 scores, measure the
extent to which the predicted DS sequences strictly
match the ground-truth ones. These are computed
with the seqeval library (Nakayama, 2018)

We also employ another sequence-level score:
Zone Map Error (ZME). This is our custom adap-
tation of the error computation method originally
developed for page segmentation (Galibert et al.,
2014). We include ZME because: 1) we wanted
to have complementary scores that alleviate SSM’s
strictness; 2) we aimed to leverage it to get more in-
sights into the quality of the output by studying the
impact of various types of errors a model makes.

ZME relies on a classification of error types that
depends on the overlap between ground-truth and
predicted spans. The overlap can be perfect, over-
lapping, including or included. The error types
we could obtain are then: Match Error (1-to-1
non-perfect overlapping between ground-truth and
predicted spans), Miss (non-detected ground-truth
DS span), False Alarm (falsely detected DS span),
Merge (several ground-truth DS spans are covered
by only one predicted span), or Split (several pre-
dicted spans within a unique ground-truth one).
The score is also dependent on the span length and
the number of correctly classified tokens within a
span (Galibert et al., 2014). Note that this is an er-
ror score, thus it should be minimized. We present
ZME in more detail in Appendix B.

A final remark is that sequences are not neces-
sarily utterances or turns. A single turn can be
split into several sequences if it contains incises
by the narrator. Reversely, several utterances can
be merged in the same sequence if they are not
separated by any token labeled as non-DS (O).

5.2 Experiment Details
The deep-learning based models were trained us-
ing the train split and the best configuration was

3https://github.com/flairNLP/flair/pull/444

identified using the validation split. Only a part
of the hyper-parameters were tuned as explained
further in this section. The rule-based baselines do
not need training. However, for space limitation,
we report in Section 6 only the results of the best
performing regex baseline on the validation split.
In accordance with the task formalization and most
of the existing literature, token-level F1-score was
the metric used for model selection, averaged over
files to mitigate the influence of longer chapters.

The two rule-based baselines exhibited simi-
lar token-level F1-scores on the validation data
(over all files): 89% for BookNLP-inspired method
(Bamman et al., 2014) and 87% for Byszuk et al.
(2020)’s baseline. However, the BookNLP-inspired
regex system showed large variance across files and
scored 8 points less than its counterpart baseline
adapted from (Byszuk et al., 2020) on the averaged
token-level F1-score. Thus, we retained only this
latter in further analyses, which we denote Regex.

We trained BiLSTM-CRF model for 10 epochs
with a batch size of 8 and learning rate set to 0.1.
After each epoch, performance was assessed on
the validation set and the best configuration over
epochs was retained. Regarding the input em-
beddings, we obtained the largest results for the
stacked Flair and FastText, similar to the original
work on German AADS (Brunner et al., 2020). We
also benchmarked different values (from 64 to 448)
for the input size LC . Both token-level and SSM
F1-scores peaked for LC = 192 on the validation
split, which is the value we keep for test4.

We fine-tuned CamemBERT for 3 epochs with a
batch size of 8. Similar to the experimental setup of
BiLSTM-CRF, we retained the model that yielded
the best results on the validation set after any epoch.
We also investigated multiple input size values,
LC , from 128 to 512. For each value, training
was repeated with 6 different initialisation seeds.
LC = 320 led to the best results. By manually
analysing the sub-word sequences, we noticed that
this value corresponded to the maximal input se-
quence length accepted by the transformer model
after the inner preprocessing for length adjustment.
Indeed, smaller word sequences are likely to result
in sub-optimal context use while longer word se-
quences would more often overflow the input size
accepted by the model and be automatically split.

4The training for each LC was done with one seed.
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TestC TestN
Regex BiLSTM-CRF F.CamemBERT Regex BiLSTM-CRF F.CamemBERT

Tok. F1 90 83 96 47 88 93
SSM F1 45 72 76 5.5 30 26

ZME 0.23 0.41 0.09 1.09 0.29 0.24
Av. Tok. F1 90 (2.3) 84 (20) 95 (3.8) 36 (39) 82 (16) 89 (10)
Av. SSM F1 43 (17) 71 (22) 72 (17) 5.5 (15) 28 (14) 24 (18)

Av. ZME 0.24 (0.05) 0.52 (0.85) 0.11 (0.08) 1.13 (1.06) 0.55 (0.81) 0.30 (0.23)

Table 2: Results, overall (top) and averaged over files (bottom) with standard deviations in parentheses on clean (C),
and noisy (N ) test-sets. Best scores are in bold.

6 Results

Table 2 shows the obtained results, overall (top)
and averaged over files (bottom). The scores are
computed separately on clean (TestC) and noisy
(TestN ) data to assess generalization.

6.1 Performance on well-formatted files

The scores on TestC show that Regex is a strong
baseline on well-formatted texts, reaching a token-
level F1-score of 90% and a SSM F1-score of
45% despite its design limitations (e.g. inabil-
ity to spot incises). The fine-tuned CamemBERT
(F.CamemBERT) substantially outperforms Regex
on all computed metrics, especially on span-level
metrics. Though BiLSTM-CRF has a poorer token-
level performance compared to F.CamemBERT, it
yields a competitive SSM F1-score when averaged
over files but with a larger variance. In contrast,
BiLSTM’s ZME scores are much worse than the
F.CamemBERT’s ones and are even worse than
those of the simple Regex.

ZME depends on the span length when comput-
ing the contribution of each error type (see Ap-
pendix B) and BiLSTM appears to make errors con-
cerning longer spans. Also, as further shown by the
performances per file in Figure 2, BiLSTM-CRF
struggles on La_morte_amoureuse. This can be,
at least partly, explained by the nature of this text.
The chapter from Théophile Gautier’s work is ho-
modiegetic: it is written at the first person ("je")
and the character / narrator directly addresses the
reader (frequent use of the second person pronoun
"vous"). Thus, it could be particularly hard to dis-
tinguish DS from narration on this type of text,
especially if the model indirectly relies on such
cues. The F.CamemBERT seems more robust even
in these challenging settings, although it struggles
with identifying full spans in this case.
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Figure 2: Results per file from TestC .

6.2 Performance on noisy files

The results on TestN allows us to get insights on
the generalization capabilities of the baselines, in
particular when handling low formatting quality.
Regex displays poor generalization which was ex-
pected given its design and reliance on typographic
and formatting cues. Its token-level F1-score is 53
points less compared to the clean setup in Table 2.
In fact, Regex cannot even detect any DS token on
some files as shown in Appendix C.

In contrast, deep learning-based models are
less impacted by changes in formatting quality in
terms of token-level F1 scores. In this regard, the
F.CamemBERT remains the best model overall and
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averaged over files. BiLSTM-CRF shows a better
overall token-level F1 score on TestN than on TestC
(88% vs. 83%). As shown in Appendices A and C,
it is linked to the model obtaining very good scores
on chapters with many DS tokens.

Moreover, the deep learning models are much
better than Regex on the span-level metrics.
BiLSTM-CRF is slightly more competitive than
F.CamemBERT, but the average over files SSM
F1-scores are not significantly different. Indeed,
as emphasized by the results per file in Appendix
C, the performance is chapter-dependent. While
F.CamemBERT consistently outperforms the other
baselines on token-level F1-score on all files,
BiLSTM-CRF is better at recognizing DS spans
in about 22 out of 37 files (i.e. 60% of the time).
However, we could notice again that the BiLSTM-
CRF’s ZME scores are quite large but more stable
than F.CamemBERT when the test set moves from
clean (C) to noisy (N ) (0.02 vs. 0.19 between the
two setups). In spite of that, F.CamemBERT clearly
appears as the best-performing model in both cases.

6.3 Qualitative analysis and Discussion
We conducted a qualitative analysis by checking the
detailed contribution of each ZME error type for all
models and by manually comparing a selection of
files5 with their corresponding predictions. Table
3 reveals interesting differences (despite a lack of
statistical significance) between BiLSTM-CRF and
F.CamemBERT on TestN . While BiLSTM-CRF
exhibits more Miss, False Alarm and Merge error
type contributions to ZME, F.CamemBERT’s ZME
score is more impacted by Split errors. The manual
investigation of the selected files showed that both
deep learning-based models identified much better
incises than Regex. This is also consistent with
the much lower Merge (21.8 and 12.3 vs. 633.4).
Nonetheless, other semantic, syntactic or lexical
cues seemed to mislead these models.

On the one hand, BiLSTM-CRF seemed to sys-
tematically classify parts of text written at the first
person ("je") as DS, which makes it especially un-
fitted for homodiegetic novels (hence the low per-
formance on La_ morte_ amoureuse). The punc-
tuation seemed to be a strong cue for the model
as it tended to classify sentences with exclamation
or interrogation marks as DS. Then, BiLSTM-CRF
could not handle long and uninterrupted DS para-

5Files from TestC : La_morte_amoureuse and mys-
tères_de_paris_2_troisième_7. Files from TestN : rd0002_1,
rd0724_0, and rd0367_1.

Figure 3: Narration excerpt of La Morte Amoureuse by
Théophile Gautier (1836) annotated by F.CamemBERT.

graphs. These long DS spans often share registries
or production strategies similar to narration (Egbert
and Mahlberg, 2020), such as the use of past tense
or descriptions, which likely misled the model.

On the other hand, the manual analysis showed
that F.CamemBERT appeared better at identifying
long DS spans or at classifying homodiegetic narra-
tion. However, this model bears other weaknesses.
For instance, proper noun phrases seemed to be sys-
tematically classified as non-DS. Another common
error was the miss-classification as non-DS of [UK]
tokens in files using unrecognized non-breaking
spaces (e.g. "\xa0") after quotation marks. Plus,
the model regularly produced chains of alternating
labels on very short groups of words as in Figure 3.
These aspects correlated with the high contribution
to ZME from False Alarm and Split error types.

Finally, these observations also motivated a fi-
nal post-processing AADS experiment. A sim-
ple heuristic is used a posteriori to hinder inco-
herent predictions that mix different narrative lev-
els within the same segment of a sentence. The
correction of the predicted labels post-model us-
ing a majority vote per clause lead to significant
improvements on sequence-level metrics for both
of the deep learning-based models. Indeed, in
all settings –overall and averaged on both clean
and noisy files– F.CamemBERT’s SSM F1 scores
gained from 5 to 8 points. The performances of
the BiLSTM-CRF model are only slightly impacted
on TestC but its SSM F1 scores gained in aver-
age 5 points on TestN . After this post-processing
step, F.CamemBERT shows weaker performances
than BiLSTM-CRF only on SSM F1 scores aver-
aged over files on TestN . Details of this clause-
consistent post-processing step, as well as ensu-
ing results, are reported in Appendix E. Alto-
gether the different experiments tend to show that
F.CamemBERT is the most promising model for
AADS, when computational resources and ground-
truth annotation are available for training.
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Error Type Miss False Alarm Split Merge
Regex 1139.8 (1153.8) 63.2 (117.7) 208.0 (545.8) 633.4 (2318.0)

BiLSTM-CRF 55.6 (93.2) 144.9 (212.4) 230.1 (369.5) 21.8 (35.1)
F.CamemBERT 1.7 (4.1) 106.7 (140.0) 342.0 (566.6) 12.3 (63.6)

Table 3: Contribution of various error types to the ZME score, averaged across file, on TestN . Standard deviation is
reported in parentheses.

7 Limitations

The current framework bears several limitations.
First, although a common strategy in the re-

lated literature (Brunner et al., 2020; Ek and Wirén,
2019; Jannidis et al., 2018) which we also adopted,
the binary annotation at the token-level is limit-
ing. With this schema, the focus is not on speakers’
utterances or turns, but on DS sequences. A sub-
sequent issue is that consecutive turns by different
characters are considered as one DS sequence if
there is no "O" labeled tokens between them. One
solution could have been to mark the start and end
of a DS turn while paying attention to handle imbri-
cated narration (ie. incises). However, this would
have required significant more re-annotation efforts,
which we left for a future research cycle within the
proposed framework.

Second, because of copyright issues the corpus
contains excerpts exclusively from a specific pe-
riod, 1830-1937. Thus, the models were trained
and tested on a specific type of literature and may
not generalize well to other forms of narratives,
in particular modern and contemporary. In this
direction, the curation of the test corpus could ben-
efit from more literary insights considering that
the evaluation showed high variance of the perfor-
mance over chapters. This could help to better
determine the application scope of the models, and
which kind of narratives require further work.

With regard to the deep neural network base-
lines, we did not perform an extensive parameter
search and model optimisation. This could have fur-
ther improved the results. However, performances
on recognizing full DS spans were clearly lower
than token-level metrics, which had most likely
other causes. Regarding the evaluation, although
we adopted ZME scores from page segmentation to
have more qualitative insights, there are still other
aspects we have not quantified and could be par-
ticularly relevant. For instance, does the model
tend to miss the beginning, the end or some other
specific parts of a DS sequence? We tried to cap-
ture some of these phenomena through our manual
analysis, but it is challenging to apply it at scale

without introducing methods to automatically com-
pute metrics.

8 Conclusion

We have presented an unified framework to design
and evaluate AADS in written French narratives.
To our knowledge, this is the largest AADS study
to date in French. We consolidated a large dataset
annotated per word. Then, we benchmarked two
families of baselines, rule and deep learning-based,
using as inspiration AADS advances in other lan-
guages (German and English). We designed an
evaluation which focuses on generalization and on
learning about the advantages and weaknesses of
each baseline. Results show that rule-based sys-
tems work well on bounded DS conventions (quota-
tion marks) in clean text. Other DS formats, incises,
and poorly formatted files pose many problems.
Deep learning baselines prove to be far more ro-
bust, reaching token-level F1-scores up to 95%, but
with large variance across files. Yet, recognizing
full spans of DS is still challenging, even when
texts have good formatting quality.

While for macro analyses in literary studies, im-
perfect AADS may be sufficient, some use-cases
require almost perfect performance when recogniz-
ing DS spans (e.g. audiobook generation from text).
If a more thorough parameter optimization might
help, our qualitative analysis conveys that perfor-
mance gain should be instead sought by integrating
domain knowledge into the models—without fea-
ture over-engineering though. Studying the mod-
els’ performances after the removal of typographic
cues could lead to other insights on how to increase
robustness. Multilingual language models and ex-
isting AADS corpora could be also exploited for
French. Another needed step would be to transition
to identifying full DS turns and their corresponding
speakers, with the implied manual re-annotation
efforts.
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File Name Author Year %DS

rd0571_0 Balzac 1841 29
rd0571_1 Balzac 1841 31
rd0127_1 Sue 1842 83
rd0444_0 Sand 1845 80
rd0444_1 Sand 1845 47
rd0724_0 Dumas 1849 2
rd0724_1 Dumas 1849 16
rd0002_0 Aurevilly 1852 18
rd0002_1 Aurevilly 1852 32
rd0623_0 FevalPP 1852 20
rd0623_1 FevalPP 1852 23
rd0616_0 FevalPP 1856 29
rd0616_1 FevalPP 1856 49
rd1169_0 Ponson 1859 64
rd1169_1 Ponson 1859 33
rd1160_0 Ponson 1860 10
rd1160_1 Ponson 1860 55
rd0730_0 About 1862 34
rd0730_1 About 1862 11
rd0305_0 Aimard 1868 81
rd0305_1 Aimard 1868 44
rd1029 Gaboriau 1867 46
rd1152_0 Gaboria 1873 52
rd1152_1 Gaboria 1873 45
rd0061_1 Zola 1873 15
rd0061_2 Zola 1873 23
rd0014_0 Verne 1877 3
rd0014_1 Verne 1877 53
rd0367_0 Gouraud 1882 23
rd0367_1 Gouraud 1882 30
rd0407_0 Malot 1878 55
rd0407_1 Malot 1878 36
rd0656_0 Ohnet 1885 46
rd0656_1 Ohnet 1885 31
rd0423_0 Mary 1886 55
rd0423_1 Mary 1886 22
rd1009 Boisgobey 1888 67

Table 4: ST! corpus details used as noisy test-set.

A Corpus Details

Corpus details (file names, authors, publication
years and DS percentages per excerpt) are given in
Table 5 for the clean (C) corpus and in Table 4 for
the noisy (N ) corpus.

B ZoneMap

The ZoneMap Error metric (Galibert et al., 2014)
was originally developed for page segmentation.
ZoneMap offers a configurable way to compute
area segmentation errors based on a typology of
possible errors.

Let NT , NP be respectively the number of pos-
itive (here, DS) spans from the ground truth, and
from the model’s predictions. The corresponding
sets can respectively be written as {si}NT

i=1 and
{s̃j}NP

j=1. The length of a span sk (given in terms
of tokens) is written as |sk|. Ground truth and
predicted spans are grouped according to rules de-
scribed further into N groups Gk, k = 1, ..., N .
Then, the error score attributed to the model is

given by:

EZM =

∑N
k=1E(Gk)∑NT

i=1 |si|
(1)

where E(Gk) = (1− αC)ES(Gk) + αCEC(Gk)
(2)

with αC ∈ [0, 1]. E(Gk) is a linear interpolation
of the segmentation error rate ES and the classi-
fication error rate EC within group k. Both er-
ror types can be defined purposely to penalize the
model differently depending on the group type of
Gk. Groups’ constructions, types and compositions
are defined below.

Groups are constructed based on a link force
between true and predicted spans computed as:

fi,j := f(si, s̃j) =

( |si ∩ s̃j |
|si|

)2

+

( |si ∩ s̃j |
|s̃j |

)2

i ∈ {1, · · · , NT }, j ∈ {1, · · · , NP }
(3)

Non-zero links are then sorted in descending order
and areas are combined into groups incrementally
according to one rule: if adding a new area to a
group leads to the situation where a group contains
multiple ground truth or predicted areas, then such
an area is not added to the group in question. This
process ultimately results in five types of groups:

1. Match: one ground truth area overlaps with
one predicted area and none of them over-
lap with other predicted or ground truth areas
(even if the covered areas are not aligned).

2. Miss: one ground truth area is not covered at
all by any predicted area.

3. False Alarm: one predicted area is not covered
at all by any ground truth area.

4. Split: one ground truth area is covered by at
least two predicted areas.

5. Merge: one predicted area is covered by at
least two ground truth areas.

Considering the nature of the AADS task as a
binary classification, spans will be used instead of
areas and classification error rates will be omitted
further (set αC = 0).

For both Miss and False Alarm groups, the seg-
mentation error rate is strictly proportional to their
length: if Gk = {si}, respectively Gk = {s̃j};
the group contribution to the Zone Map error is
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File Name Author Year %DS

T
R

A
IN

fr
-L

B

Sarrasine Honoré de Balzac 1830 22

Pauline George Sand 1841 28

Madame_de_Hautefort V. Cousin 1856 12

Le_capitaine_Fracasse Théophile Gautier 1863 5

Le_ventre_de_Paris Émile Zola 1873 15

Bouvard_et_Pecuchet Gustave Flaubert 1881 4

Mademoiselle_Fifi_nouveaux_contes-1 Guy de Maupassant 1883 17

Mademoiselle_Fifi_nouveaux_contes-3 Guy de Maupassant 1883 19

Rosalie_de_Constant_sa_famille_et_ses_amis Lucie Achard 1901 68

elisabeth_Seton Laure Conan 1903 24

Jean-Christophe-1 Romain Rolland 1912 10

Jean-Christophe-2 Romain Rolland 1912 3

Douce_Lumiere Marguerite Audoux 1927 11

De_la_ville_au_moulin Marguerite Audoux 1937 9

SP
F

mystères_de_paris_1_première_1 Eugène Sue 1843 36
mystères_de_paris_1_première_3 86
mystères_de_paris_1_première_4 73
mystères_de_paris_1_première_11 79
mystères_de_paris_1_première_15 64
mystères_de_paris_1_deuxième_1 65
mystères_de_paris_1_deuxième_7 95
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_3 71
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_6 83
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_20 50
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_16 92
mystères_de_paris_2_quatrième_4 86
mystères_de_paris_2_quatrième_12 77
mystères_de_paris_2_quatrième_15 59
mystères_de_paris_2_quatrième_19 46

madame_bovary__première_1 Gustave Flaubert 1857 3
madame_bovary__première_3 19
madame_bovary__première_9 0
madame_bovary__deuxième_1 27
madame_bovary__deuxième_9 24
madame_bovary__troisième_10 13

SB

contesse_menager Leblanc 1924 49

cousinebette_cecile Balzac 1847 41

VA
L

ID
AT

IO
N

fr
-L

B export Guy de Maupassant 1898 11

Le_diable_au_corps Raymond Radiguet 1923 6

SP
F

mystères_de_paris_1_première_17 Eugène Sue 1843 48

mystères_de_paris_1_deuxième_20 Gustave Flaubert 1857 52
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_11 54

SB

notaire_dedier About 1862 39

T
E

ST

fr
-L

B La_morte_amoureuse Théophile Gautier 1836 14

Nemoville Adèle Bourgeois 1917 32

SP
F

mystères_de_paris_1_deuxième_17 Eugène Sue 1843 51
mystères_de_paris_2_troisième_7 60

madame_bovary__première_8 Gustave Flaubert 1857 6

SB

boule_de_suif Maupassant 1870 15

Table 5: Well-formatted clean corpus details shown per file and splits (train, validation, test).
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Figure 4: Split configuration type. Ground Truth span
T1 is grouped together with Predicted spans P1, P2

and P3. Sub-zones z2, z4 and z6 contribute fully to the
error as Miss and False Alarm, while z3 and z5 have a
mitigated contribution (factored by (2αMS)/3), and z1
doesn’t contribute to the error.

E(Gk) = |si|, respectively E(Gk) = |s̃j |. For
Match groups, the group error is proportional to
the number of non-overlapping tokens: if Gk =
{si, s̃j}, then E(Gk) = |si∪ s̃j |− |si∩ s̃j |, so that
E(Gk) = 0 for strict span matches.

Finally, Split and Merge groups are divided into
sub-zones that are in turn classified as strict Match
and Miss or False Alarm. Miss and False Alarm
sub-zones contribute to the error like Miss or False
Alarm groups (strictly proportionally to the length
of the sub-zones). In contrast, the largest Match
sub-zone is not counted as an error and does not
contribute to EZM, while the remaining Match sub-
zones are partially counted as errors. Their con-
tribution to the segmentation error rate is propor-
tional to their length, an introduced Merge/Split
mitigating parameter αMS ∈ [0, 1] and the relative
number of split, respectively merged sub-zones.
Given a Split group Gk = {si, {sj,l}nk

l=1}, the
group is sub-divided into nk strict match sub-zones
{zm}nk

m=1 and nk ∈ {nk − 1, nk, nk + 1} non-
overlapping spans {zm}nk

m=1. The segmentation
error rate of such group would then be the sum of
non-detected tokens EF (Gk) =

∑nk
m=1 |zm| and

split penalization ET = αMS (
∑nk

m=2 |zm|) nk−1
nk

.
Those formula can then be rewritten in terms of
original spans as:

EF (Gk) =
∣∣si ∪

(
∪nk
l=1s̃j,l

)∣∣−
∣∣si ∩

(
∪nk
l=1s̃j,l

)∣∣

(4)

ET (Gk) = αMSVi,j
nk − 1

nk
(5)

Vi,j = |si ∩
(
∪nk
l=1s̃j,l

)
| − max

l∈{1,··· ,nk}
|si ∩ s̃j,l|

(6)

and E(Gk) = EF (Gk) + ET (Gk). Merge groups
error contribution is computed comparably.

C Out-of-distribution results per file

Figure 5 shows the results obtained by the consid-
ered baselines on each file from TestN , the out-of-
distribution corpus.

D Computing information

We trained the models on a 32-core Intel Xeon Gold
1051 6134 CPU @ 3.20GHz CPU with 128GB
RAM 1052 equipped with 4 GTX 1080 GPUs with
11GB RAM 1053 each. The required time for train,
where applicable, validation and test both on TestC
and TestN was a bit less than 2 hours: 15 minutes
for Regex, 45 minutes for BiLSTM-CRF, and 40
minutes for CamemBERT.

E Clause-consistent predictions

We lead a final post-processing experiment on top
of the predictions made by the different models.

This step is meant to ensure the consistency of
the automatic annotations at the clause6 level. It
relies on a simple heuristic drawn from the knowl-
edge of the task: all words between two consecu-
tive punctuation marks (full stop, question mark,
hyphen, quotation mark, etc.) lie at the same narra-
tive level, ie. the sequence of words is either uttered
by a character or part of the narrator’s discourse.
Thus, all words stemming from a common clause
must be associated with the same label.

In practice, this is implemented as a post-
processing step. Based on a model’s predictions,
the clause-consistency is ensured by imposing all
words from the same clause to be associated with
the same label. For each clause, a majority vote is
carried out from the predicted labels to determine
a consistent unique label for all the words of the
clause.

Results of the clause-consistent (CC) post-
processing experiment are disclosed in Table 6.
As expected, this post-processing step has only
few to no impact on the Regex model’s output.
Indeed, this method directly labels sequences of
words caught with regular expressions that are
redundant with the definition of clauses. How-
ever, imposing clause-consistent predictions allows
to significantly improve the performances of the
BiLSTM-CRF and F.CamemBERT based models.
Overall, this heuristic never deteriorates the perfor-
mances of the models on all performance scores,

6Here, the term clause does not strictly follow its gram-
matical definition, but it is used to designate any sequence of
words between two punctuation marks.
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Figure 5: Results per file from TestN .
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TestC TestN
Regex BiLSTM-CRF F.CamemBERT Regex BiLSTM-CRF F.CamemBERT

Tok. F1 90 83 96 47 88 93
= = = = = =

SSM F1 45 73 81 5.5 34 34
= +1 +5 = +4 +8

ZME 0.23 0.41 0.09 1.09 0.29 0.21
= = = = = -0.03

Av. Tok. F1 90 (2.3) 84 (20) 95 (3.8) 36 (39) 82 (16) 90 (10)
= = = = = +1

Av. SSM F1 43 (17) 72 (21) 78 (13) 5.5 (15) 33 (15) 31 (22)
= +1 +6 = +5 +7

Av. ZME 0.24 (0.05) 0.52 (0.85) 0.11 (0.08) 1.13 (1.06) 0.54 (0.79) 0.28 (0.23)
= = = = -0.01 -0.02

Table 6: Results after clause-consistent (CC) post processing, overall (top) and averaged over files (bottom) with
standard deviations in parentheses on clean (C), and noisy (N ) test-sets. Best scores are in bold. These scores
can be put into perspectives with regards to performances of the models without CC post-processing, as displayed
in Table 2. For each score, the second row shows the absolute difference between the scores obtained from the
post-processed and raw predictions.

and the improvements are particularly significant
for sequence-level metrics.

Enhancements are striking for the
F.CamemBERT in all evaluation configura-
tions. This post-processing step allows to alleviate
one of the observed weaknesses of the model
(see subsection 6.3) by hindering sequences of
alternated labels within the same clause. This
results in major performance boosts of up to 8
points for the overall SSM F1 on TestN . On
the other hand, sequence level performances of
BiLSTM-CRF also benefit from the CC-predictions
but mainly on noisy files with a gain of 4 points on
the overall SSM F1.

Clause consistent predictions allow to reach
fairly high scores even on the most challenging task
of strict sequence match on well-formated docu-
ments, F.CamemBERT reaching on average a SSM
F1 score of 78 on TestC . Yet, performances on
noisy files remain curtailed F.CamemBERT and
BiLSTM-CRF SSM F1 scores on TestN are on av-
erage, respectively, 31 and 33 with large variances
among files.
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